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Marvel runaways chase powers

4 wins &amp; 4 nominations. See more awards » Edit Series cast recap: Rhenzy Feliz... Alex Wilder 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Lyrica Okano ... Nico Minoru 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Virginia Gardner ... Karolina Dean 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Ariel Barer ... Gert Yorkes / ... 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Gregg Sulkin ... Chase Stein 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Allegra Acosta ... Molly Hernandez 33 episodes, 2017-2019
Angel Parker ... Catherine Wilder 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Ryan Sands ... Geoffrey Wilder 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Annie Wersching ... Leslie Dean 33 episodes, 2017-2019 James Marsters ... Victor Stein / ... 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Brigid Brannagh ... Stacey Yorkes / ... 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Kevin Weisman ... Dale Yorkes 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Brittany Ishibashi ... Tina Minoru / ... 33 episodes,
2017-2019 Ever Carradine ... Janet Stein 33 episodes, 2017-2019 James Yaegashi ... Robert Minoru 33 episodes, 2017-2019 Kip Pardue ... Frank Dean 23 episodes, 2017-2018 Julian McMahon ... Jonah 19 episodes, 2017-2018 Clarissa Thibeaux ... Xavin / ... 14 episodes, 2018-2019 Learn more Edit Follows a group of six teenagers from the Marvel universe - Nico Minoru, Karolina Dean, Molly
Hernandez, Chase Stein, Alex Wilder and Gertrude Yorkes - who discover that their parents are secretly members of a super-villain cabal called The Pride. After deciding that they are no longer safe in their own homes, the children go on the run. In the midst of hiding from older teenagers, they learn about themselves and become their own family. Plot summary | Add description certificate: 16 | See all
certificates » Guide for parents: See advisory content » Edit The name of the café where the characters go occasionally called Timely Coffee, a tribute to the original name marvel comic, Timely Comics. See more » User reviews Karolina Dean (Virginia Gardner) discovered her powers only after she and the rest of the Runaways have made a shocking discovery, but she has actually had them all her life.
Like her parents, Karolina is an alien, and her special physiology is a source of her skills. It can absorb solar energy and convert it into glowing light energy that can be used for a whole range of things. It can also fly, is over-strong and impermeable to heat. Thanks to her extraterrestle heritage, Karoline adopted the name Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds (LSD). Initially, the actor's parents, Caroline,
suppressed her skills with a bracelet made of foreign metal (that they pretended to be an allergy bracelet). When Karoline took it down, she learned how much she could do. Caroline's parents have always put pressure on her, and although she is stunningly beautiful and talented, she tries to live up to their expectations. In the comics, she comes out as gay, and it has come to runaways as well; especially
since she is described as wanting to explore her identity and realize her own desires. Gert Yorkes a.k.a. Arsen (&amp;Her Dino, Old Lace) (Ariel Barer), or Gert, is a purple haired riot grrrl, intelligent but very suspicious and sarcastic. She has sharp language and is described as an audacious social justice warrior. Like Alex, Gert does not have its own inheriting permissions, but unlike him, it takes a code
name: Arsenic. Although Gert doesn't have the same power, he has something as useful as a superhero: a vertically constructed deinonychus. This dino was designed and created by Gertrude's parents, who are in fact travelers who got dino in the 87th century. Gert named her pet Old Lace and adopted the codename Arsenic to match (after the play Arsenic and Old Lace, a farcical black comedy). Both
have a telepathic relationship that is affected by Gert's emotional state; for example, if it is bad for someone, the Old Lace becomes aggressive towards them. Chase Stein a.k.a. Talkback Chase Stein (Gregg Sulkin), the only other male runaways member, is also without natural superpowers, but that doesn't mean he can't help the team. Chase, the son of amazing inventors, is inherently talented in
machines that he can understand and manipulate without knowing how he does it. He also struggles with several gadgets he stole from his parents' house before leaving with the rest of the Runaways. He has a pair of extremely strong X-ray glasses, as well as a pair of gloves called Fistigons. Fistigons are pyrocrine, allowing him to shape and shoot with his hands. Chase is described as a lacrosse-playing
high school heartthrob, which is consistent with his character in the comic book. His preference for sports over science has long been a problem for his parents, who want him to become an inventor of a type like themselves. The oldest of the Runaways, Chase also had an affair with Gert, although it is not yet known if this will move on to the Hulu adaptation. Pedro Pascal doesn't know how many more
Mandalorian Seasons There Are Related Topics Share yes, it turns out I'm like an idiot kung fu master surviving a horrible #S%*. Seriously. I will survive everyone. Other people? Smarter people? no, they die. Alex. Mom and dad. Gert. First girl ever... Yes, she died in my arms. Twice. So once in my life, I'm not worried about losing a game. I'm afraid I'll win. - Chase Stein src Origin Accidental conception of
Chase Stein is an event that led his parents and other members of the Dummy to decide to transfer their inheritance from Gibbori to their children. Chase's parents, Victor and Janet Stein, made a fortune in inventing a tool that removes stickers from cDs,[10] but as scientists/engineers they created weapons, technology, and transportation for The Pride. Victor beating his son, Chase Against his parents
hopes Chase was very athletic and did not share their ability to learn. Chase was regularly beaten by his father for receiving poor grades, focusing too much on sports, and often even without any In general. [12] [13] [14] In Chase's childhood, as a business partner at the Los Angeles crime scene, Creep Uncle Eli, he frequently visited him. When his parents finally severed ties with him, Eli entered Chase's
room as a threat to his parents. On his sixteenth birthday, Chase asked for a plain white van because he wanted anonymity and a secret desire to one day disappear. At that time Chase discovered the Hostel after reading about the lost mansion in one of his father's books. Chase began spending time there because he was on the sidelines. He later bought a sign warning of a deadly radiation test site to
prevent others from investigating his visitation. [17] Shortly after receiving the van, Chase accidentally attacked his uncle Hunter after Hunter had an argument with his parents. Chase believed hunter died that night and was in the care of his parents, but somehow survived. [18] Runaways with Alex Wilder, Nico Minoru, and Gertrude Yorkes, Chase witnessed his parents and Pride dedicate Destiny Gonzales
to the Blood Ritual. Chase discovers Fistigony while searching for evidence, and Chase commands some of his father's workshop weapons, including Fistigons and X-ray Specs. After molly was rescued and her parents fled, Chase suggested that the group take refuge in The Hostel. Chase received the codename Talkback from Gert's sarcastic comment about his speaking habit. Chase's uncertainty and
stubbornness often put him at odds with other Runaways, but especially with Gert. As the only Runaway with a driver's license, Chase carried the team in his unmarked white van. [17] Chase and Gert's first kiss after infiltrating Marine Vivarium to confront Pride, Chase nearly drowned trying to protect his friends from a defensive safety goal. [21] It was Arsen who gave CPR and saved his life. This led to the
couples' first kiss and the culmination of their romantic tension. Still weak after his death, Chase handed over his Fistigons and X-Ray Specs to Alex Wilder. [22] After Alex's betrayal and death, Chase, piloting Leapfrog, was able to rescue the other Runaways and escape in before Gibborim destroyed Marine Vivarium, killing all members of the Dummy. After escaping the destruction of Marine Vivarium, the
Escapees were immediately detained by Captain America[23] and placed in foster care. Chase told authorities that he was going live with his aunt in Anaheim, but provided the address of P.O.Box, whom he used to receive pornographic magazines. Chase completely disappeared only a few weeks later after a text message from Carolina when he and the other Runaways reopened at the Griffith
Observatory. Together they decided to reclaim Old Lace and Leapfrog and escape again. The Runaways eventually located one of the old Pride lairs near La Brea Tar Pits and settled there. also began to defend Los Angeles from all the villains trying to fill the power vacuum left by the lack of Pride. After The Fists were destroyed, Chase's main duty in the group became the Leapfrog pilot. Gertrude Chase
and Gert love each other after a failed mission to rescue The Excavator from their father and wrecking crew, the team returned to the Hostel to be comforted by the mortally wounded heroine, a woman claiming to be the future me and the leader of the Avengers. Using 4-D Time Portico, she escaped the Victorious's attack, sending a message to the Runaways: find Victor Mancha and stop him from become
this deadly super villain. The heroine died in Chase's arms. Chase became jealous of Victor, although Gert and Chase's relationship progressed, Gert was friends with Victor Mancha, which led to a sense of uncertainty in Chase. [27] [7] Long after the other Runaways had welcomed Victor, Chase still did not trust him. During a trip to New York to help Cloak, Chase and Nico went looking for a drug dealer in
Washington Square Park. During the confrontation with Pusher Man, Chase's bluff about working for Pride, he saved his and Nico's life, causing a brief kiss to Chase's protest. [18] In a recent confrontation with Reginald Mantz, with Nico unconscious, Chase cast a spell with the One Mantz Hq from his remaining MGH. A few weeks later, when Gert learned of Chase and Nico's kiss while fighting young
Geoffrey Wilder and his New Pride, she was furious, and the resulting quarrel allowed The New Pride to kidnap Molly. Gert later officially ended their relationship. During the Runaways mission to rescue Molly Pride, Chase ran into the burning Griffith Observatory to rescue his friends. However, Nico, Xavin and Molly have already fled, leaving Chase in the face of Geoffrey Wilder. Gert and Old Lace followed
him, and Geoffrey threw the knife directly into Gert's chest. Before her death, she successfully transferred her telepathic connection to Old Lace to Chase. [5] Revenge Chase and Old Lace set off for revenge After arguing with Nico about what to do with Gert's body, Chase left the team taking Old Lace, Abstract and a decoder ring. While other Runaways inflicted a loss on Gert, Chase used the Old Lace to
hunt down Lotus. [32] Forcing her to help and using abstract, Chase opened the portal to find Gibbon and enter into a contract. After meeting Gibbori, Chase secretly stole several pages from Abstraction and allowed Lotus to walk away with instructions to record the remaining book. Chase returned to the team, but was darker and more upset than before. During the Civil War about superheroes, the Young
Avengers tried to come to the aid of the Escapees. [35] When members of both teams, led by Marvel Boy, Chase helped lead both teams to the Cube to save them. [36] When Chase finally to dedicate his soul to Gibborim to resurrect Gert, he stole the Staff of One of Nico, incapacitated Victor and left the Hostel. Nico and others followed him and engaged in a fight with Gibborim. With the help of a
disembodied voice, Molly was able to revive Victor and together they all fled. When the band returned to the hostel, they were greeted by the Runaways and unexpectedly welcomed Iron Man and his Cape-Killers. Chase returns in 4-D Time Portico with a new set of Fistigons Along with other Runaways, Chase fled to New York in Leapfrog, where he accidentally went back in time for the turn of the century.
When the Runaways came up with younger versions of Dale and Stacey Yorkes running 4-D Time Portico, Chase stole a machine with plans to rescue Gert. Chase saw Gert live happily ever before they discovered the truth about their bad parents, and Chase made the choice to let her stay there happily for as long as she could. However, he took the opportunity to steal another set of Fistigons and X-ray
Specs from his father's workshop. Old Lace Old Lace merged with runaways After returning to the present, returning to California and living in Malibu House, Chase began working at KZIT for Val Rhymin. [41] During the prom, the Malibu house was destroyed when an unmanned drone crashed into it. Although the The Runers were mostly unharmed, it turned out that Old Lace had died. During a heated
argument, Chase and Nico became sexually intimate. Chase's uncle, Hunter Stein, who monitored the Runaways' activities, came to the ruins of the house and offered to help. Chase turned down his help, and after giving the Runaways a evading arrest, Chase left to confront his inducement. However, on the way Chase came across a girl who had a striking resemblance to Gert. Chase ran after her but
was run over by a truck being rushed to the hospital. Fortunately, Chase fully recovered and began to feel that Old Lace was still alive. Nico's spell led the band to The Avengers Academy and Reptil. With his help, Chase and the Runies went to the Dinosaur World and reunited with the Old Lace. Murderworld Chase, Nico and the other prisoners Murderworld Chase and Nico were among sixteen super
powered teenagers captured and brought to Murderworld by Arcade, where they were against each other in a fight to the death. As a cover, Arcade left a note from Nico and Chase stating that they needed time to explore their relationship. Arcade also set periodic texts for the Runaways, though all these efforts have not convinced Molly that they have left of their own accord. In Chase's absence, Old Lace
became very depressed and barely ate. Chase as Chasehawk Chase remained close to Nico, and the pair later briefly teamed up with the Avengers Academy student. The alliance fell apart when Reptil was unexpectedly burned by a mysterious figure. Tthe they were discarded, Nico's magical fruit tree was destroyed, Nico became annoyed and distanced herself from Chase. During the choke, Chase found
the Darkhawk Amulet and accidentally transformed into a new Darkhawk. When Arcade informed the participants of the existence of safe zones, the Runaways joined forces with Cammi to go to the area. They later allied with Cullen Bloodston, Nara, and Anachronism from Braddock Academy. While resting in a safe zone, the group was caught by Justin Seyfert attacking both Tim Bashir and Death Locket.
[50] When Nico was injured trying to stop Justin, Chase instinctively activated Amulet Darkhawk to protect her. The fight was ended by an EMP explosion with Tim. After allowing Tim to explain him and Apex, Chase was in the minority believing they should kill Tim to stop Apex. When Chase decided to take matters into his own hands, Nico kicked him out of the group. When Apex regained possession of
her body, she took control of Juston's Guardian, Death Locket, and Chase with Android Darkhawk. Using it as a weapon, Apex forced Chase to shoot Nico. Nico's spell was able to revive her and greatly increase her power. She was able to destroy the Sentinel, unleash the Chase and bury Death Locket and Apex alive. United and exhausted, instead of apologizing, Nico and Chase just quickly sat together.
Nico and Chase found the others fighting the Glartrox Demon holding Cullen. [53] When the dust began to settle, Nico signaled to Chase to attack others, which he reluctantly did. Cammi was able to catch Chase and remove the Darkhawk Amulet and use it on herself, giving her enough power to stop Nico from killing Cullen. Chase briefly regained the Amulet when the group was forced to fight the island's
weapons until Death Locket ended the battle, killing Tim/Apex. Along with other survivors, Chase agreed to a pact of silence about Murder World, and Chase returned Darkhawk Amulet to Chris Powell before he was rescued from the island. Chase objected to the plan to infiltrate Bagalii Unlike Nico, Chase returned to his friends' house. After Arcade leaked video footage from Murder World online, Chase
broke the pact of silence and began to draw publicity. He began appearing on talk shows, inked a book deal, and allegedly had at least a reality show in development. Chase was forcibly taken away by Nico to meet with other survivors to discuss Cullen's disappearance. [57] Much to Chase's protest, the group penetrated into Bagalia in search of Cullen. After locating Cullen, he transported the group to the
Arcade Massacre Casino,[58] where the group nearly defeated Arcade to death, though Hazmat killed Arcade. The group was subsequently arrested by the S.H.I.E.L.D., quickly freed by Baron Zemo, and offered to join his Masters of Evil. Chase accompanied Death Locket and to Snakepit and met the masters of evil. Contrary to his better judgment, Chase agreed to accept Zemo's offer and penetrate the
Masters of Evil along with others. Death Locket betrayed the group and shot Chase. Fortunately, Nico cured him, but he remained in a coma for several months. After the defeat of Masters of Evil,[64] Chase returned to the Runaways. However, the band quickly disintegrated. Nico decided not to return to the band; Molly was taken away by her grandmother; Victor died on a mission on behalf of the
Avengers; and Klara was taken away by a foster family. [65] Find his way home Using a time machine that belonged to Gert's parents, Chase tried to go back in time to save Gert. Although he failed to stop her from hurting, he recovered her body and took it to the present and ordered Nico to use The One Staff to heal here. Angered after learning that the Runaways had left, Gert convinced Chase and Nico
to join the team. During the recruitment process, Gert expressed that she felt the world had moved on from her death, and cited the greater age difference between her and Chase as a reason not to go back to herself. Before Gert's return, Chase was given a box that contained Victor's dormant head, but refrained from opening because he thought it contained just his stuff. He decided to open it after Gert's
return[65] and began working on the launch of Victor. Victor initially pretended to be offline because of the traumatic experience that led to his death,[68] but eventually revealed that he was alive. After the Runaways reunion, Chase got a regular job to help keep the team out of Nico. He continued to work on creating a new body for Victor and received help from Victor's friend from Avengers A.I., the heroic
Doombot. Chase was unaware that Victor and Gert had feelings for each other and began acting on them, feeling betrayed when Victor decided to regrow his body on his own to protect Gert,[72] but eventually came to terms with it. J-Team As Gun Arm When the Runaways were evenged from the hostel by inadvertent public drainage work,[74] were greeted at the residence of local guard Doc Justice. The
Runaways minus Gert were eager to join him in the fight against crime, becoming the new incarnation of Doc Justice's former team, J-Team. At the time, Chase adopted the BumpStock outfit, but called himself gun arm. The Runaways were unaware that Doc Justice began sensationalizing his superhero life to the point that for fifty years of his career he regularly orchestrated the death of his young
protégés to raise his own profile. After making this discovery, Gert convinced Doc Justice's son and assistant, Matthew Caniglia, to abort the staged mission that would lead to Caroline's death. The chase was beaten by Doc Justice, but the encounter ended with the death of the villain on the bows of the Old Lace. Powers Chase is a man born without innate superhuman abilities. However, she eventually
gained the following skills: Telepathic and Empathetic Link: Just before Gert's death, she was able to mentally transfer her relationship with her genetically modified deinonychus to Chase. He is now telepathically and empathetically associated with the Old Lace. This link allows Chase to mentally command and communicate with the Old Lace. [32] However, Chase and Old Lace also share the pain they
have suffered. [8] Chase's ability to pilot Steinbus: Chase demonstrated his ability to drive and pilot, including his van,[11] Leapfroga[23] and Steinbus. He has won several awards for various sporting achievements. [15] Chase's strength level is athletic and has the strength, speed, and endurance of a typical adolescent man who engages in daily regular exercise. Chase's Fistigons Chase equipment has
obtained several pieces of technology from his father and other sources. Equipment includes: Transport Steinbus; Previously Leapfrog, Chase Stein Van Chase was 17 years old when his initial appearance in the Runaways #1. Chase's 18th birthday took place in Runaways Vol. 2 #19. Chase often encounters himself as a stupid hideous jock, but he is surprisingly street smart and devoted to his friends.
Terry Romita stated that Chase could have a future as captain of The New Generation America. In Brian K. Vaughan's original pitch for the series, Chase was named John, and Chase's siblings' relationship with Molly was between Gert and Molly. Chase when asked about weed It has been repeatedly suggested that Chase uses marijuana. [12] [29] [82] [43] Chase appears to be a Christian. When he was
first attacked by the Old Lace, he recites the Lord's Prayer[17] and later refers to the devil as a true being. He also called Caroline an angel after her alien powers were activated, but before her origin was revealed. Before learning that his parents were members of The Pride, Chase wanted to be an ESPN announcer, but after his experience with the Runaways, he decided he wanted to join the F.B.I. to help
other troubled teenagers like them with extra AK-like weapons all the time. It is suggested that Chase lost his virginity to Gertrude. Chase mentioned that he was a virgin in the Runaways #15. Later, it turns out that he and Gert shared a bed[7] and several insinuations about their sexual relationship. [25] Gert died in Chase's arms twice: once as an adult as a Heroine[25] and once as her adolescent self.
Chase apparently had a terrible handwriting. Gert seeing Chase Chase's tattoo has a tattoo on his lower left heart belly with Gert's name Discover and unsouch Search this page for: Victor Chase Stein · Chase Stein Community Content (Earth-616) is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Notice.
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